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mmCTD: Concealed Threat Detection for Cruise
Ships via mmWave radar

Danei Gong, Kezhong Liu, Xuming Zeng, Shengkai Zhang, Mozi Chen, Kai Zheng, and Dashuai Pei

Abstract—The safeguarding of critical zones aboard a ma-
rine vehicle, such as the engine room, wheelhouse, and pump
room, assumes crucial significance while navigating through the
open sea. Despite the existing pre-boarding security measures,
Concealed Threat Detection (CTD) systems have emerged as a
pressing need to prevent the ship from post-boarding damage
with concealed dangers. Due to concerns regarding deployment
cost and privacy, mmWave-based CTD systems have received
significant attention. However, current solutions are not easily
adapted to work in ships because of the large number of ghost
targets resulting from multipath reflections in full metal cabins.
To address these challenges, this paper proposes a new CTD
system, called mmCTD, which utilizes two mmWave commercial
radars. The proposed system addresses the multipath challenge
by unifying multi-view perceptions with two distinct designs.
First, we propose a ghost-point elimination algorithm that ex-
tracts the point clouds from real objects. Then, we design a
multi-view domain adversarial framework to predict concealed
threats in the human body using the extracted RF features. Our
experimental results demonstrate that the recognition accuracy
of mmCTD in three scenarios reaches 89% with a low false alarm
rate.

Index Terms—mmWave radar, Concealed threat detection,
Ghost target, Cruise ship.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE cruise ship possesses a substantial passenger capacity
and a diversity personnel composition. It’s a significant

threat for navigation safety when somebody carrying haz-
ardous objects in crowds ares. Although the pre-boarding
security inspection system is well-established, the security
check during the voyage receives insufficient attention. The
attack of intruder on the functional compartments, such as
the wheelhouse, engine room, etc. may lead to serious con-
sequences during the voyage [1]. Thus, it is necessary to
implement ubiquitous and automated non-contact detection
systems for human-concealed threat items.

Many promising methods have been used for automatic
CTD, such as frequency bands in the microwave, mmWave,
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Fig. 1. Our proposed mmCTD uses mmWave radars deployed on the
ship scene to implement concealed threat detection. mmCTD’s multi-view
deployment can achieve full coverage of the human body and overcome the
interference caused by reflectors inside the ship for accurate target detection.

terahertz electromagnetic wave (EMW) devices, X-ray, etc.
EMW solutions are achieved by high-resolution scanning
imaging or analysis of the reflected signal to distinguish
material. However, these solutions require large-scale antenna
arrays and special equipment that require significant cost and
space for widespread deployment. Infrared solutions, which
image temperature differences between targets, encounter scal-
ability challenges in real-world scenarios due to factors such
as environmental variations and detection distance [2]. Re-
cently, emerging wireless sensing technologies have received
significant attention as they are insensitive to light and easy
to deploy [3]. For example, recent research based on WiFi
signals detects hidden metallic objects through reflected energy
or the channel state information (CSI) of signals [4], [5].
Nevertheless, accurately distinguishing multiple users using
CSI is challenging in dynamic environments.

Single-chip mmWave radar presents new opportunities for
addressing the issues mentioned above, given its stronger
directionality and detection resolution compared to low-
frequency signal technologies, as well as the advancements in
integration. Additionally, it has the capability to penetrate thin-
ner materials such as fabrics and paper shells. However, exist-
ing methods based on single-chip mmWave radar concealed
objects detection are not well-suited for the dynamic and
confined environments inside ship cabins. Methods [6] map
the problem of weapon detection to gait signature recogni-
tion, identifying weapon bearers through micro-Doppler(MD)
signatures. However, this approach is less effective when
items are small and features are intentionally hidden. Another
approach combines low-cost mmWave radar and MIMO SAR
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technology to create a two-dimensional imaging system [7],
but it is typically only suitable for near-field imaging and
mechanical sliding scanning can be time-consuming [8]. The
RF feature-based method utilizes the generated range-azimuth-
elevation image cube and a deep learning prediction network
to achieve object classification [9].

In this paper, we propose a 77 GHz COTS mmWave
radar-based concealed threat detection system, called mmCTD,
which is suitable for use in the restricted areas of cruise ships,
as depicted in Fig. 1. mmCTD has three key features to achieve
our objectives: 1) Automatic detection of concealed threat
carried by ship personnel, covering various sides of the human
body; 2) Accurate target detection achieved by overcoming the
interference introduced in RF maps by strong reflectors such
as metal bulkheads and machinery in ships; and 3) A robust
feature representation from the RF map is constructed, taking
into account the motion speed of the target and the impact of
different scenes on the feature.

To realize mmCTD system, several practical challenges
must be addressed. Firstly, the presence of metal walls,
machinery, and other complex structures within ship cabins
can result in severe multipath propagation and multiple-order
reflections for the radar signal, leading to random false alarms
(“ghost targets”) in the radar RF features [10] that can interfere
with the accurate extraction of target features [11]. Secondly,
the field of view (FOV) of a single radar is often not sufficient
to cover the entire human body, which can result in missed
detections. Thus, multiple view radars must be combined for
detection, which will be another mode. Lastly, variations in
distance that pedestrian to radar and different ship scenes
can cause changes in the RF features, which can also impact
detection robustness. Thus, these factors need to be considered
to improve the system’s overall performance.

To tackle the above challenges, the mmCTD framework
comprises three main components: data collection and pre-
processing, target detection and ghost target removal, and a
multi-view detection model. To be more specific, two radar
views are used to scan the forward and lateral directions of
the human body and generate the RF maps from the collected
raw data. To determine the location of the pedestrian and
eliminate ghost targets from the RF maps, we propose a
coordinate transformation and correlation calculation method.
Secondly, we propose a metric that correlates the velocity with
the radar frames and crops the feature rectangle block (TRB)
from the RF maps. Finally, we introduce a multi-view domain
adversarial deep learning framework that takes three input
from two views radars to predict concealed threats carried by
people in various scenes such as cabin, wheelhouse, aisle, etc.

We have conducted extensive experiments in a real-world
ship and established mmWave radar dataset containing mul-
tiple pedestrians with different threats in ship scenarios. We
further evaluated the performance of our proposed mmCTD
under diverse factors. Our findings indicate that mmCTD can
accurately distinguish moving targets from high levels of noise
and numerous strong reflections, demonstrating its efficacy in
the ship.

In summary, three main novel contributions are presented
in this study:

• We propose a target detection method associating multi-
ple view radars to overcome the interference introduced
in RF maps by strong reflectors in ship scenes and to
solve the CTD problem covering all sides of the human
body.

• We design an RF feature processing method that consid-
ers the distance and velocity variations of the target, and
propose a novel multi-view deep learning solution. Multi-
view feature representations of the target are extracted to
achieve environment-independent detection.

• We perform an experimental evaluation and analysis of
some influencing factors. Extensive experiments formal-
ized the effectiveness of the system on ships.

II. RELATED WORK

The detection of concealed threats requires the capability to
identify dangerous metal weapons or other offensive items that
may be hidden underneath a person’s clothing. In this section,
we provide a succinct overview of several relevant studies that
are primarily focused on CTD.

A. CTD Using High-resolution EMW Device

During the past few decades, traditional concealed weapons
detection with sufficient penetration usually requires various
types of sensors operating in the microwave (MW), mmWave,
and terahertz bands. They are based on the capability to
penetrate fabric materials and are mainly classified into two
categories- imaging [12], [13] and non-imaging [14]. The non-
imaging system only needs to detect the echo characteristics
reflected by the concealed weapons and does not need the
image of itself [15]. Imaging systems are further classified as
active [16]and passive [17]depending on their illumination
ways [18]. Active imaging can be achieved by mechanically
moving raster scans and synthetic apertures radar techniques.
Passive imaging is achieved by analyzing the thermal radiation
emitted by the scanning target, which takes a long time [19].
However, these imaging systems achieve high-resolution imag-
ing through large-scale antenna apertures and high transmit
power [20]. They are not suitable for ubiquitous placement in
narrow scenes due to their large size. Some scanning-based
detection methods require active cooperation and high time
costs, which are unnecessary for real-time threat detection.

B. CTD Using IR camera

Cameras are commonly used for vision-based automatic
weapon detection systems. Hand-held weapon detection is
achieved by human pose estimation or steel object detec-
tion [21]. Since the vision-surveillance is not enough to pro-
vide reliable performance in CTD applications, image fusion
becomes a viable technology to achieve CTD [22]. For in-
stance, the fusion image methods combine visual and infrared
(IR) images [23] from multi-camera systems, which come
with a complete range of optics and achieve the detection and
classification of concealed threats. The IR and THz/mmWave
imager solutions have recently attracted much attention. Their
most advantageous properties for CTD applications are the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of FMCW radar RF maps generating and object detection
from raw signals. (a)FMCW Radar Signals. (b)Range-Doppler-Azimuth Cube.
(c)Peak Detection.

ability to detect minute temperature differences on the surface
of objects furthermore the ability to penetrate clothing [24].
Federico et al. [25] propose a system based on the active,
passive mmWave, and IR camera and using IR sensors for
noise-removing with image fusion techniques. Kowalski et
al. [26] present comparative studies of imaging possibilities of
the objects hidden under typical textiles using state-of-the-art
THz (250 GHz) and Mid-Wavelength IR (3-8µm) devices and
analyze both the power relationship between spectral bands
and the thermal radiation model. Image fusion is an effective
method for CTD, but the fusion of images captured by dif-
ferent devices may increase the cost. In real-world scenarios,
the scalability of threat detection systems based on infrared
cameras is limited by various factors, including differences in
environments and detection distances. These limitations are
particularly pronounced in scenarios characterized by high
temperatures and low visibility.

C. CTD Using Commercial Single-Chip Radar

The application of miniaturized, lightweight, and low-cost
mmWave radar sensors is gradually expanding; Single COTS
mmWave radar-based human sensing solutions have attracted
considerable attention recently. Existing studies propose to use
the MD signatures [27] retrieved from the 77GHz FMCW
radar to identify people carrying a concealed rifle based on
their gait and motion characteristics, then, Omid et al.design
a framework that analyzes MD signatures for individual
anomaly detection among multiple individuals [28].However,
the method based on MD signatures may not be effective when
individuals deliberately conceal their posture or carry small
objects. Additionally, Gao et al. [9] propose a carried ob-
ject detection system by applying the range-azimuth-elevation
(RAE) imaging results of COTS mmWave radar, which can
detect three types of items hidden or open in real-time. Yanik
et al. [7] present a two-dimensional imaging system based
on the combination of low-cost FMCW mmWave radars and
MIMO synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processing techniques
that can image the target concealed in a paper envelope and a
bag. However, SAR imaging methods have the disadvantage
of requiring a long processing time and necessitating that the
target be in close proximity to the radar.

III. PRELIMINARY AND OBSERVATION

Typically, different materials reflect RF signals in distinct
ways. By analyzing radar echoes’ features, it is possible
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to determine if people are carrying concealed threats. In
this section, we describe how range, velocity, and angle of
arrival can be measured to capture reflection signatures when
performing CTD with mmWave radar sensors. At the same
time, we propose a reflection intensity signature (RIF) related
to the target material. Next, we describe some experiments
and observations illustrating the challenges encountered in
implementing mmCTD.

A. mmWave Radar Signal Model

The transmission signal of an FMCW radar is a continuous
wave that is modulated with a linearly changing frequency
over time. The RX signal and TX signal are mixed to generate
an intermediate frequency (IF) signal. By performing signal
processing and frequency domain analysis, the target can be
estimated in terms of distance, speed, and angle. An example
of the signal processing flow is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Range-Doppler-Azimuth estimation: To estimate the
range-Doppler-azimuth of FMCW radar data, it is typically
to use a 3D-FFT procedure. This involves performing a FFT
on each dimension of the data separately, in a specific order.
First, a FFT is applied to each range bin (called range-
FFT) to obtain the range information of the target. Next, the
Doppler dimension is varied by performing a FFT on the slow
time dimension of the radar (called Doppler-FFT). Finally,
the azimuth dimension is transformed by applying an FFT
to each antenna channel dimension (called angle-FFT). The
above process can be expressed as:

Srva = Frange {FDoppler {Fangle {S(n, k,m)}}} (1)

where S(n, k,m) is the collected three-dimensional matrix
data, with n, k, and m denote the sampling points, chirps,
virtual antennas, respectively. The output of the 3D-FFT is
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denoted by Srva, which provides an estimate of the range-
Doppler azimuth.

B. Reflection Itensity Feature

The feasibility of material discrimination of objects based
on radar signals can be verified by extracting features from the
RF map. To this end, we propose an object reflection intensity
feature, denoted as ρ. First, we perform static elimination to
remove static objects in the Range-Doppler matrix (RDM).
Next, we perform noncoherent accumulation of RDM of all
transceiver antenna pairs to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of
the obtained RDM maps. This adaptive algorithm is commonly
used in radar target detection and adjusts the sensitivity accord-
ing to the detection scene. After preprocessing, we apply CA-
CFAR and OS-CFAR along the Doppler and range dimensions,
respectively, and obtain the distance, velocity, and intensity
information of the targets through peak detection. The target’s
reflection intensity Ij in the j-th frame can be represented as
follows:

Ij =

Np∑
i=1

A2
i , (2)

where NP is the number of peaks in a frame and Ai is
amplitude of the peak point. According to the electromagnetic
wave transmission formula, the power captured at the RX
antenna is modeled as:

Pr =
PtGTxGRxλ

2σ

(4π)3d4
∝ σ

d4
, (3)

where Pt denotes the output power if radar, GTx and GRx

indicate the TX and RX antenna power gain, respectively, and
λ is the wavelength, σ is the radar cross section of the target
(RCS), which is related to the target’s shape, size, material
and incident angle.

We conduct the distance-intensity curve Cd based on the
amplitude values in each frame using a polynomial fitting,
as shown in Fig. 3. In particular, the Cd is related to Pr.
According to the intensity curve and above model, the intensity
increases as the object moves closer to the radar. So to remove
the effect of propagation distance, we get the RIF feature that
is only related to the reflection intensity of the object:

ρ = γ · d4 · Cd, (4)

where d represents the distance from the target to the radar ob-
tained in each frame and γ is a parameter we set empirically. ρ
is a function of the target reflection feature ,independent of the
propagation distance, and expresses the material information
of the object. By derivation, as long as we obtain the range d
and the corresponding target strength Cd, we can estimate the
ρ to judge the properties of the target.

C. Experiments and Practical Challenge

In this section, we describe some experiments and obser-
vations to illustrate practical challenges when implementing
mmCTD in real-world scenario.

We conducted experiments using an mmWave radar in both
a standard office and a ship’s cabin setting. Four similarly sized
objects (paper, sheet metal, wood, and plastic, approximately
20cm × 10cm) were placed on stepper motor slides and
moved towards the radar to collect signals. The experimental
setup is depicted in Fig. 4. To simulate real-world scenarios
where people carry concealed objects, we also conducted
experiments where individuals carried different targets to the
radar. The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 5.
Our findings demonstrate that in typical indoor scenes, objects
made of metal and other materials can be easily distinguished.
However, in the ship’s cabin scene, the distribution of the
reflection intensity is less clear. Whether it is the sliding rails
or walking people, the upper and lower quartiles of the four
objects show significant deviations.

Measured intensity varies with the object deflects: Simi-
lar to light, a wireless signal’s reflection angle varies with the
plane’s deflection angle and the incident signal’s direction. We
place the object at different deflection angles to observe the
change in its reflection intensity. As the deflection angle of
the object increases, its RI value also decreases.In a real-world
scenario, people with dangerous items can hide them around
their bodies: front, back, and sides, and move freely. Therefore,
the system implementation must be able to cover multiple
directions, considering that the main application scenario is
the ship cabin. We propose a dual-radar vertical view layout
scheme, which can realize the front and side detection of the
human torso and can easily be extended to more side detection.
In practice, when a person walks in a particular direction, there
are different patterns in the RF features of the two radars. We
can achieve multi-side detection tasks by jointly estimating the
feature information in the RF map.

Ghost targets in target detection: Unlike the charac-
teristics of common indoor environments, wireless signals
are susceptible to high noise interference in steel-enclosed
spaces such as ship cabins [29]. On the one hand, the ship
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environment is time-varying due to the loads and external
pressure. The ship’s deformed hull, floor, etc. will cause the
reflected signal’s phase transition and frequency shift. On
the other hand, there are metal walls, turbines, etc. Because
metals reflect wireless signals more strongly, they experience
higher-order and specular reflections in the cabin [30], and
This challenges our radar-based feature detection. We deploy
millimeter-wave radar inside the real-world ship cabin (engine
room, wheelhouse access). Specifically, when we perform
radar RF map feature extraction, the RA map after static
object filtering is shown in Fig. 6, which contains multiple
random virtual target clusters other than moving target objects,
resulting in inaccurate estimates. Our observation on multi-
view radars revealed that ghost targets exhibit independence
in space, whereas real targets consistently manifest in similar
positions across multi-view points.

IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our study aims to implement a multi-view human concealed
threat object carry and recognition system for ship cabins.
The main architecture of mmCTD includes three components:
data collection and preprocessing, target detection and ghost
removal, and a concealed threat detection model, entitled
MVCTDNet, combining DCNN and Multi-View Learning, as
shown in Fig. 7.

1) Data Pre-processing: The preprocessing model is re-
sponsible for collecting the radar’s raw data, performing
static removal and background suppression on the data
to reduce static clutter in the environment. The data
is then generated into radar RF images, and the effect
of distance on amplitude is removed from the imaging
results for each frame.

2) Ghost Removal and Feature Extraction: We propose a
random ghost removal method based on vertical viewing
angle distribution dual radar to detect and localize pedes-
trian subjects in RF images automatically. A feature
clipping algorithm based on the correlation of two radar
coordinates is introduced to obtain the target object’s
features and reduce the model input’s size.

3) Multi-View Concealed Threat Detection Model: Finally,
to extract the human target features from the dual radar
RF map and realize the detection of people concealed
threatening objects. We propose a multi-view deep learn-
ing framework named MVCTDNet, which not only
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Fig. 7. Overview of mmCTD architecture.

integrates data collected from different view radars but
also removes specific information in each domain and
enables detection across scenes and humans.

V. DATA PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION

In this section, we introduce a random ghost elimination
method in the target detection of the ship’s room. First,
we preprocess the collected radar data. Secondly, performing
feature extraction and target detection in RF maps. Finally, we
propose a ghost elimination algorithm based on a dual-radar
coordinate correlation to complete the characteristic clipping.

A. Data Preprocessing

Stationary Interference Removal: The raw radar data
is converted into an m×n matrix for each frame, where m
denotes the fast time dimension index and n denotes the slow
time dimension index. The radar data contains DC noise,
which can be eliminated by performing mean subtraction on
the slow time dimension index in the data matrix of each
frame.

Emn = Emn −
1

n

n∑
i=1

Emi, (5)

where Emn is the mth row and nth column element in the
matrix, and the second term is the average of the slow time
indices.

The radar echo contains many static objects and multi-
path reflection information of the environment. We need to
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eliminate stationary interference to get the target of interest
in the RF map. The phase of the static obstacles in the scene
does not change over time, and the difference between two
adjacent chirps gets information from moving objects.

Dm,n = Em,n+1 − Em,n, (6)

where Dmn is the mth range bin in nth chirp after making
difference between the adjacent chirps.

Range-azimuth Estimation: to get the information of
human platform To get multiple views of people and concealed
objects., RA maps are obtained by performing range-azimuth
estimates, where the squared modulus (intensity) provides
information on moving targets’ power backscatter. Specifically,
we perform range-FFT on the static interference filtered matrix
to complete the distance estimation and angle-FFT along the
antenna dimension on its output to complete the azimuth
estimation. The imaging result of each frame has the target
range index and azimuth-index spectra. Meanwhile, the user’s
spectrum appears at different positions in the RA map of each
frame, while the static object response is reversed. mmctd
further highlights the spectral characteristics of moving users
by precomputing the average frequency response in unmanned
scenes and performing static interference subtraction on the
imaging results of each frame.

Micro-doppler Signature: The small-scale rotation or
swing of various parts of the human body during the movement
of the human target will introduce Doppler modulation to
the signal echo, which is called the micro-Doppler effect. If
the pedestrian carries concealed objects, such as knives, the
carrier objects will also rotate with the body swing during
the movement process, resulting in Doppler frequency shift.
Specifically, after calculating the RD map and implementing
target detection, the range bin corresponding to the target
location r is obtained.The MD signature is calculated by
integrating along the range dimension to obtain the time-
frequency representation of the target [31], and accumulate
the features of multiple channels.

B. Ghost Targets Removal

mmCTD first performs target detection. However, some
objects, such as metal walls and turbines in the cabin, will
bring serious multipath reflection and specular reflection to
the radar signal, resulting in numerous random ghosts in RF
maps. They are close to or far away from the target cluster
[32], so we cannot distinguish human targets.

We propose a dual radar target detection and ghost removal
method. Specifically, Target detection and peak clustering are
performed on the RF maps of the two views radar to obtain
the location of the scene target on the map. Then the target
position coordinates of the two views are converted to the
same coordinate system to associate the human target and
remove the ghost in the scene. First, the RF maps of multiple
channels are integrated incoherently to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio of the RF maps. Then the CFAR detection
algorithm is performed on the accumulated result to detect
the target. On this basis, we perform azimuth estimation, and
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Fig. 8. Target association based on two-view radar RF signatures.

before it is necessary to go to Compensates for Doppler-
induced phase shift. Next, the detection results of RF maps
are combined to obtain the preliminary localization of the
target(r, α, v).

Due to the influence of diverse scene characteristics of
different radar views and target distance in the environment,
the RF characteristics (area size, intensity) of the target will
be pretty different, so the range covered by the target is not a
constant feature. After performing object detection, we need
post-processing to get the final object position, there may be
multiple detection results from the same object. Inspired by the
common keypoint detection evaluation metric object keypoint
similarity (OKS) for pose estimation [33], we propose a metric
called Target Point Similarity (TPS) to describe the correlation
between two detection points and eliminate multiple detections
from the same target.

TPS = exp

{
−( ∆d2

4s1s2δD
2 +

∆v2

4v1v2δV
2 )

}
, (7)

where ∆d is the distance between the two points, s1 and s2
being the distance from the radar at each point. Similarly, ∆v
is the difference in velocity between the two points, v1 and v2
being the velocities of the two points respectively. δD and δV
are normalised factors to control attenuation, determined from
the true values of known data sets, reflecting the degree of
influence of the current point on the whole. The TPS formula
is similar to a Gaussian distribution centred on the peak points,
and we determine the δD and δV according to the actual scene
so that the similarity is distributed in the approximate range of
0− 1. The proposed TPS takes into account the velocity and
distance of the object and determines whether the points come
from the same object by describing the similarity between the
detected points.

We propose a TPS-based approach to target keypoint detec-
tion, the exact process is as follows: 1) The RF maps after
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CFAR detection is divided into sub-regions with a size of
X × Y , and a set of detection points {kni|i = 1, 2, ..., N}
of subregion n is constructed, and the subregions with empty
detection points are neglect. 2) Find the maximum amplitude
point in each subregion set through peak search, and construct
the keypoint set

{
k̂m|m = 1, 2, ...,M

}
. 3) Calculate the TPS

of the keypoint k̂m and the detected point kni in its subregion;
if the value of TPS is less than the set threshold, the point kni
is added to the peak point set

{
k̂m

}
. Otherwise, it is removed

from the amplitude point set {kni}. Until all subregions are
computed and the point set {kmi} is empty, the process ends.

After keypoint detection, the set of probable target point for
view-i (including users and multipath ghosts) can be expressed
as

Pi = {pij = (rij , αij , vij)|j = 1, 2, 3..., n} , (8)

Where pij represents the positioning of the jth target to be
selected, including the distance, azimuth, and doppler, n is
the total number of keypoint detected of view-i. Fig. 8 shows
the target detection and association of two view radars.

In order eliminate the random ghosts and reduce the
interference of clutter in the ship scene, we combine the
radar keypoint sets Pa and Pb of two views. The real target
has associated location features in both views, while ghosts
and clutter do not have such features. To identify the real
target in the RF maps and save computational costs, we
transform the radar keypoint set of view-b into the coordinate
system with view-a radar as the origin. First, the keypoint
set is converted to a Cartesian coordinate system P̂i =
{(xi1, yi1), (xi2, yi2), ..., (xiN , yiN )}, and then the coordinates
are transformed as following equation:[

xBA

yBA

]
=

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

] [
xB

yB

]
+

[
da
db

]
, (9)

Where (xB , yB) is the keypoint in the view-B radar coordinate
system and (xBA, yBA) is its corresponding coordinate in the
view-A. da and db are the offset values of view-b concerning
view-A, related to the placement of the radar, and θ indicates
the rotation of the coordinate axis.

The correlation of coordinate points between P̂BA and P̂A

is calculated, and the relative tolerance value is set according
to the radar error and experience. If the correlation between
two coordinates is more significant than the set threshold,
the coordinate pair is considered the real target in the scene.
Otherwise, it is deleted from the coordinate set. Finally, the
point sets PA and PB containing only real targets are obtained.

C. Feature Extraction

In the radar RF maps (RFM), we focus only on the feature of
the small area where the target object is located. To reduce the
size of the input data to MVCTDNet, we identify the region of
interest (RoI) through target detection and crop the RF map
of each view radar accordingly. Since there is a difference
in the shape of the target features in the RFM of the two
views, we set the appropriate clipping dimension parameters
ΞA(ξr, ξα) and ΞB(ξr, ξα) for their feature maps, respectively.
by determining the true target location in each frame, the

Algorithm 1 Unite Dual-radar Target detection
Input: Data frames from multi-view radar {SAi|i = 1, ..., N}
, {SBi|i = 1, ..., N} ;
Point correlation threshold ζ;
Rotation matrix R and offset vector H;

Output: Target rectangular block (TRB) set
{

ˆTRBAj

}Nt

j=1

,
{

ˆTRBBj

}Nt

j=1
;

1: while i < N + 1 do
2: Stationary interference removal on SAi and SBi using

MTI algorithm and mean subtraction method;
3: RDAi = FFTazimuthFFTdopplerFFTrange {Si};
4: Target detection using CFAR algorithm on RDAi;
5: Divide RF map into X × Y sub-regions;
6: Build the point set {kr} for rth sub-region;
7: for r = 1→ X × Y do
8: k̂r ← max amplitude kr;
9: Pick k̂r to keypoint set

{
k̂m

}
;

10: if TPS(k̂r, kri) ≥ ζ then
11: remove kri from {kr};
12: else
13: Pick kri to

{
k̂m

}
;

14: end if
15: end for
16: Determine the set of probable target points P̂A and P̂B

for the view −A and view −B, respectively;
17: P̂BA ← RP̂B +H;
18: Get the final target point sets {PA|j = 1, ..., J} and

{PB|j = 1, ..., J} of the two perspectives by correlating
P̂BA and P̂A;

19: TRBi ← clipping RAMi by Ξ(ξr, ξα);
20: end while
21: while j ≤ J do
22: ˆTRBj ←

∑Nf

m=1 TRBim · γ/Nf

23: end while

azimuthal dimension and the distance dimension are clipped to
a rectangular block of a specific size, called the target feature
rectangular block (TRB).

Our preliminary observation shows that the TRB in RAM
cannot be considered a time-invariant feature. Different speeds
and walking styles during human movement, as well as
changes in the distance from the radar sensor, can lead to
specific changes in the region’s intensity, size, and shape. To
increase the robustness of the TRB, we need to eliminate some
speed and distance effects. The average intensity I of TRB is
related to the distance r as I ∝ σ

r4
. To extract the reflection

properties σ of the target in the RFM, We multiply the TRB
of each frame with parameter related to the target distance.
This is done to eliminate part of the effect of distance on
feature intensity. Next, we choose to superimpose multiple
consecutive frames to eliminate the effect of target’s movement
on TRB; according to the parameter setting of radar, the
interval time of each frame is about 0.12s, and the speed of
human walking is 1.1m/s − 2.5m/s; we make a reasonable
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correlation between the number of accumulated frames Nf

and the movement speed vt, denoted as Nf ∝ vt. To calculate
the mean value of the accumulation of multiple frames by
expressing the above process as

ˆTRB =

∑Nf

j=1 TRBij · γ
Nf

, (10)

Where number of accumulation frames Nf is determined by
the target’s motion speed vt. TRBij is the region of target i
obtained by our cropping in jth frame, and γ is the parameter
related to the distance ri, which can unify the TRBi at
different distances. With the calculation of equation (10), we
obtain the final ˆTRB, which contains the reflection features
of the target object and the items it carries.

VI. MULTI-VIEW CONCEALED THREAT DETECTION
MODEL

In this section, we introduce the proposed MVCTDNet
model, a multi-view domain adversarial training deep learn-
ing framework, for extracting meaningful information from
three feature views to achieve environment-independent hu-
man concealed threat carry detection. The model contains
three components: View feature extractor, threat recognizer,
environment discriminator, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

To achieve the goal above, we first designed a view fea-
ture extractor whose inputs are RF feature maps from two
radars, including the MD features of targrt movements and
ˆTRB obtained from Range-Angle map post-processing. The

CNN-based feature extractor learns vector representations of
multiple views. By layering the sets of different views into
latent representations, they are fed to the threat recognizer
and the environment discriminator, respectively. The threat
recognizer aims to maximize the accuracy of the concealed
item prediction, and the environment discriminator is designed

to maximize the prediction of the environment (specifically,
identifying the ship scene where the target is located). The
features we need for classification should come from hidden
items only, not from the environment and pedestrian subjects.
Therefore, we introduce a gradient inversion layer between
the feature extractor and the environment discriminator so
that they play this minimax game. This process suppresses
features unrelated to hidden items and prevents MVCTD-Net
from being overfitted to a specific scene. Next, we elaborate
on the details of the model.

A. Multi-View Feature Extractor

Since the input of MVCTDNet is the RF maps of three
views, we propose a CNN-based feature extraction module to
extract each view’s unique representation. Data with various
features are mapped to appropriate representation vectors.
Specifically, our encoder consists of multiple convolutional
layers, followed by batch normalization layers to fit the data
to an approximately Gaussian distribution and rectified linear
units (ReLu) to introduce non-linear activations.

The input of the ith view is Xi, and the CNN-based feature
extraction network Gvi is applied to the ith view to convert
it into an N -dimensional latent representation Z ∈ RN .The
corresponding parameters of the CNN block are denoted as
θi, and we can obtain the latent feature F as follows.:

Fi = Gvi(Xi; Θi). (11)

In our case, for the front-view TRB(FTRB) and side-view
TRB(STRB), because they have the same characteristics, 3×3
and 5×5 filters with the same settings are used in each layer to
extract different scale features of TRB. For the MD view, we
choose three layers of 1× 1 and 3× 3 convolutions to extract
the µD signature To capture the features of each view, first,
we stack the feature representations Ff and Fs of the FTRB
view and STRB view output by the encoder. Next, the stacked
features Fc = Ff ⊕ Fs are sent to the convolution module
Gvc to adjust the number of features and reduce complexity.
Before concatenating the representations of each view, we use
global maximum pooling (GMP) to prevent overfitting. We
concatenate the MD view output Fm with the above features,
and the global representation vector Fv is expressed as follows:

Fv = Gvc(Fc; Θc)⊕ Fm. (12)

B. Concealed Threat Recognizer

To predict the labels, the threat recognizer Gc maps the
feature representation Fv output by the feature extractor Gv

to the label space RM , where M is the number of partitioned
threats. Gc consists of a two-layer linear network, each of
these layers is followed by a ReLU activation function. Then
a Softmax function is used to obtain the probability vector.
For a given input Fv , the mapping function is defined as:

ŷi = Gc(Fv; Θc), (13)

where Θc are the learnable parameters in Gc and ŷi denotes
the predicted probability distribution of labeled data by Gc.
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Fig. 10. The architecture of MVCTDNet with its adversarial learning strategy.

The Θc can be trained by minimizing the cross loss between
the predictions ŷi and ground truth labels yi. The loss Lt of
the threat recognizer is defined as:

Lt = −
1

|L|

|L|∑
l=1

|M |∑
m=1

yim log(ŷim), (14)

where |L| is the number of data with labels.
However, the above expressions ignore the impact of the

environment; data from different regions of the ship contain
specific environmental characteristics (e.g., equipment layout,
cabin structure), and Gc may not be able to learn common
characteristics of all scenarios.

C. Environment Discriminator

Considering that there are dense metals in ship areas
and their size, structure, and layout vary greatly, it means
that the RF features we extract contain many environmental
features. To remove the influence of environment on the
classification results of Gf , we employ a domain adversarial
training [34] to derive mapping shared across different envi-
ronments. MVCTDNet is trained to predict threat class labels
using data collected from three scenarios. We introduce an
environment discriminator Ge that maximizes the accuracy of
environment label prediction during training. Specifically, our
Ge consists of two fully connected layers and uses ReLu for
activation, which projects the input Fv into the environment
distribution d̂i:

d̂i = Ge(Fv; Θe), (15)

where Θe denotes the trainable parameters of Ge, we define
the environment loss Le as the cross-entropy between the
environment distribution d̂i and the ground truth label:

Le = −
1

|L|

|L|∑
l=1

|E|∑
m=1

die log(d̂ie), (16)

where di represents the set of ture labels and D is the number
of labels.

Our ultimate goal is for the model to derive environment-
independent representations. Therefore, we use the gradient
reversal layer (GRL) to reverse the gradient during the back-
propagation process to achieve loss negation and obtain the
following loss function:

L = Lt − λLe, (17)

where λ is the weighting parameters.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. Experimental Methodology

Experimental Setup:We implement and verify mmCTD
on COTS IWR1843 and IWR 6843 mmWave radars paired
with DCA1000EVM data capture cards to acquire raw data.
Specifically, IWR1843 operates in the frequency band from
77GHz to 81GHz, and IWR 6843 operates in the 60-64GHz
frequency band. They all have 3 Tx antennas and 4 Rx
antennas. IWR1843 provides FoV of 120◦ azimuth and 30◦

elevation with 15◦ angle resolution, and IWR6843 provides
120◦ azimuth FoV and 120◦ elevation FoV with 28° angle
resolution. The radars are configured to sweeping bandwidth
of 3.6GHz, a sampling rate of 10Msps, 128 chirps per frame,
256 sampling samples per chirp, and a frequency slop of
56.964MHz/µs. The above configuration gives a range reso-
lution of 0.04m, and a velocity resolution of 0.25m/s (1843)
and 0.32m/s (6843). We implemented mmCTD in MATLAB
and Pytorch. After data collection, the model training and
prediction is accomplished on a desktop with an Intel i5-
10600KF CPU and an NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPU.

Date Collection: mmCTD is oriented towards threat detec-
tion in restricted areas of cruise ships, so we regard dangerous
metal goods of a specific size as threats categories and mainly
distinguish three target categories: threats (knives, metal gun
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the experimental setup.

model, hammer), common objects (book, mobile phone, plas-
tics plate) and carry nothing. We chose to replace explosives
with metal plates, and the common item category includes
daily objects carried by people on board. Each class’s target
items have different sizes and shapes, as shown in Fig. 11(b).

We conducted experiments in three real ship scenarios,
namely engine room, wheelhouse, and critical passage, which
can represent typical restricted areas, as shown in Fig. 11.
During the data collection, we placed two radars in the cruise
ship area in a vertical orientation with a field of view covering
the front and side of the human body, which can be easily
extended to more directions. To increase the diversity of the
data, we had 4 volunteers participate in the data collection,
each wearing clothes of different thickness. During each data
collection, the radar records for 6 seconds, and the user
walks in a random motion pattern, including different speeds,
directions, and starting points. In addition, the items and
hidden parts carried by the user also changed, including front
and side placement. For each class of items, we collected 100
sets of data in one scene. We also evaluated the performance
in the case of state changes by having people walk in various
distances and motion speeds. Overall, we collected a total of
91,800 frames of data.

Evaluation Metrics: To quantify the performance of our
system, we define the following evaluation metrics: recogni-
tion accuracy as the percentage of correctly predicted objects
among all test samples; Confusion matrix, where each row
corresponds to the actual target object, and each column
represents the target label predicted by mmCTD; precision
indicates the proportion of actual positive cases in all positive
cases; false alarm rate (FAR) means the probability of false
detection when the target does not exist; missing alarm rate
(MAR) represents the probability of misidentifying the target,
but it exists. The above metrics, precious = tp/(tp + fp),
MAR = fn/(tp + fn), FAR = fp/(fp + tn), are defined
by true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN),
and false negative (FN) in confusion matrix. In the CTD task
of the system, it is necessary to identify threats as much as
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Fig. 12. Visualization of the feature distribution of our extracted TRB and
original RF map with t-sne. (a) t-sne of TRB for three carrying cases. (b)
t-sne of original RF map for three carrying cases.

possible, so the precision and missing rate are vital indicators.

B. Performance Evaluation

1) Performance Comparison with Different Views Input: The
system’s performance of different numbers of view inputs
is evaluated without considering scene changes. The input
is three-view (frontal TRB, side TRB, and frontal micro-
Doppler), two-view (without frontal MD), and single-view
(only frontal TRB) respectively. Considering the actual sce-
nario, we randomly split the dataset (70% chest, 15% side,
15% leg) where users carry objects in different parts. The
recognition results are shown in Table I. The multi-view
feature extractor with three and two-view input has satisfactory
recognition performance, and the average recognition accuracy
reaches 90.27% and 86.16%. However, the single-view input
has a lower recognition rate, only 68.44%. This is consistent
with our validation that a single view is insufficient to identify
features when objects are hidden from the side of the body or
deflected. The results show that the three-view MVCTDNet
can effectively identify hidden threats when items are hidden
in different parts of the body, etc.

2) Performance Comparison with Different Environments :
We also examine the threat recognition robustness of mm-
CTD in environment independence. We compare our solution
with a 3-Views DCNN consisting only of multi-view feature
extractor and threat recognizer without applying environment
discriminator. We collect radar raw data in three different ship
scenarios and process the raw data to obtain TRB features.
Fig. 13 describes the threat recognition performance in three
scenarios; MVCTDNet can achieve 87.3%, 90.1%, and 89.7%
threat subject recognition accuracy, respectively, and the ac-
curacy is 10.70% higher than the 3-Views DCNN baseline
method on average. Furthermore, we observe that the threat
identification accuracy in the cabin is slightly lower. Because
more dense mechanical devices and metal bulkheads are in the
cabin, which will cause more potent interference to the mil-
limeter wave radar signal. The above shows that MVCTDNet
can effectively extract environment-independent features and
realize threat identification in multiple ship scenarios.

3) Overall Performance: We finally evaluate the perfor-
mance of mmCTD in three scenarios of ships, and the cor-
responding evaluation results are shown in Fig. 14. As shown,
the threats class obtained the highest average recognition
precision of 89.1%, followed by The no-carry category was
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TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX OF MMCTD UNDER VARIOUS VIEW INPUT

Network Instances Class Threats Common items Nothing Recognition Rate (%)

3-Views
Threats 93.10 6.21 0.69

90.27Common items 3.33 86.67 10.00
Nothing 0.00 8.97 91.03

2-Views (wo FMD View)
Threats 88.27 8.97 2.76

86.16Common items 4.00 83.33 12.67
Nothing 2.07 11.72 85.94

1-View (w FTRB View)
Threats 67.60 19.31 12.41

68.44Common items 11.99 66.01 22.00
Nothing 7.59 20.69 71.72
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Fig. 14. Overall performance.

87.60%. In comparison, the common item type was slightly
lower at 80.80%. Meanwhile, the no-carry class achieved the
lowest FAR of 10.3%, 2.8% lower than the Threat class, and
5.0% lower than the Common Theme class. The Threat class
performed the lowest MAR of 4.2%, which was 7.3% and
1.2% lower than the Common Theme and No Carry classes,
respectively. The results show that mmCTD performs well in
concealed threat identification with suitable settings in the ship
scene.

C. Impact of Various Factors

1) Impact of Distance from Radar: To test the performance
of mmCTD at different distances, we set the measurement
range to 0-5m according to the application scenario, and the
interval between each group is 1m. Fig. 17 shows the five
sets’ precision, FAR, and MAR versus distance. In the figure,
we can observe that the farther the user is from the radar,
the recognition accuracy of the system first increases and
then decreases, the FAR decreases with the distance, and the
MAR increases with the distance. This is in line with our
common sense because when the distance between the user
and the radar changes, the reflection amplitude of the target
will change, thus affecting the performance of the system.
When the user is 0-1m away from the radar, the system has
poor performance; because the user is too close to the radar,
there will be a more strong reflection, and the multipath effect
will be more severe in the ship environment. The distance
factor compensation is insufficient to overcome this influence
and only valid within a certain range.

2) Impact of TRB Accumulate Frames: TRB is feature
cropped from the original RA image and then accumulated
over multiple frames. Compared with the original RA map,
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Fig. 15. Performance comparison for objects concealed in different parts.
(a)Hide items in three body parts: chest, sides and legs. (b)Comparison in
hidden parts robustness.

TRB contains more information about the target. We use t-
SNE to visualize TRB and RA map features in 2D space
Fig. 12. Regardless of the speed impact, we evaluate the
performance of mmCTD under different number of TRB
frames; the number of frames tested ranges from 2 to 10,
and the interval between each group is two frames. Fig. 18
shows the relationship between the cumulative number of
frames and the accuracy of hidden threat detection, FAR, and
MAR. The figure shows that stacking a larger number of
TRBs can improve accuracy and reduce the FAR and MAR,
making the detection results more robust. At the same time,
when the accumulated number of frames is greater than 6,
the performance improvement of the system is not apparent,
and more frames mean more computing time is required.
Therefore, a trade-off between timeliness and accuracy is
required to select an appropriate number of TRB accumulation
frames.

3) Impact of Movement Speed: In this experiment, we aim
to evaluate the robustness of mmCTD at different motion
speeds. Specifically, we collect five sets of data in the range of
0.5m/s-2.0m/s according to the typical velocity of pedestrians.
Fig. 16 shows the curves of threat recognition accuracy, FAR,
and MAR corresponding to different target movement speeds.
From the figure, we can observe that when the user walks at
a speed of 0.5m/s-1.4m/s, the change in threat identification
accuracy is not apparent. However, when the target moves
in a running state, the accuracy decreases, and the FAR and
MAR increase. Because the faster the moving speed, the
greater the swing of the body, which can easily cause more
serious multipath reflections, reducing the echo reception. The
outline of target’s area in heat map and MD signature will also
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF MMCTD WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART-METHODS.

Method Target Device Input Performance Acc. in Range Running Area Multiple
Diff. Env time Direction

Liu et al. 10 CAT. 77GHz mmWave SAR Acc. 98.18% - 90mm > 64.43s - N/A
[8] objects radar images

Li et al.. w/wo shotgun 5.8GHz FMCW Spectrums Acc. 99.21% - - >6s Open spaces N/A
[27] radar (2D)
COD phone, laptop, 77GHz mmWave Spectrums FAR 33.84%, - < 6m 215.63ms Lobby, room N/A
[9] knife radar (3D) MAR 23.85%

Yang et al. gun, knife, phone, Passive mmWave PMMW Precision 88.1% - 1-4m - Lab ✓
[17] wo object imager images

Sun et al. w/wo object Active mmWave AMMW Precision 90.61% - - - - ✓
[35] imager images

mmCTD threat, common- 77GHz mmWave Multi-view Precision 89.33%, 89.03% 1-4.5m > 0.76s Ship cabin ✓
(ours) item, wo object radar Spectrums(2D) FAR 10.32% (3)

change as the speed changes. To improve the accuracy under
fast motion, the superimposed frame of TRB can be adjusted
accordingly.

4) Impact of Items Concealed Parts: All-round detection
was our focus. We further tested the performance of mmCTD
when threats were concealed in different parts of the user to
ensure that the system could work stably. Our setup selects
three common carrying sites: chest, side of the body, and legs,
as shown in Fig. 15(a). At the same time, Fig. 15(b) depicts the
threat identification accuracy of MVCTDNet and the models
with three single-view (w FTRB-view, STRB-view, and MD-
view) inputs. The test results show that the single-view input
model declines in accuracy when the item is hidden in some
parts. For example, when it is carried on the side, there is a
missing alarm for the FTRB and MD single-view input, and
the same is true for the STRB view when it is carried on
the front. When item is concealed on legs, the recognition
rate of the system is likely to decrease in comparison to the
other scenarios due to the substantial movement of the legs.
MVCTDNet has achieved good performance in the detection
of hidden threats placed in different parts.

D. Comparison with state-of-the-art Methods

Owing to the device used, model input, detection targets,
and application scenarios being different, we cannot fully
reproduce the state-of-the-art methods of CWD on the ship
scene and perform performance comparisons. We list their
model and related parameters in Table II.

Compared to some of the methods mentioned in Table, our
solution is designed for the cruise ship environment, using a

low-cost mmWave radar (3T4R) under cost constraints. There
are significant differences between ship cabins, we considers
the system’s application in multiple scenarios and discuss
its accuracy in different scenarios. mmCTD makes a trade-
off between detection time and accuracy and uses three-view
features as input to achieve various-direction detection and
overcome severe ghosts in ship scenes.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

According to the advantages described above, our proposed
mmCTD can meet some practical requirements of security
check on cruise ship. However, our system also has some
limitations:

Currently, our system divides objects into three categories
without distinguishing between specific items. This is due to
the resolution limitation of the 77GHz millimeter-wave radar
and number of antennas, and our multi-view features is not
enough to recognize the outline of the object. When the user
carries small metal objects or many common items, it may
cause missed and false alarms. For future research, we focus
on the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy and explore
more granular methods. Due to the equipment’s limitations and
the scene’s complexity, the proposed mmCTD system requires
the target to keep a relatively close distance (1− 4.5m) from
the radar to maintain a good detection capability.

Our experiments only consider the detection of a single
target. On the one hand, the deployment area is narrow
passages and aisles. Second, when there are multiple users,
the multipath effect in the scene will be more serious, and
the complexity of system calculation will be reduced and
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decreases with accuracy. Therefore, we include multi-user
CTD covering more scenarios as part of our future work.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of using
mmWave radar for concealed threat detection, which can
improve security screening services for ship restricted areas.
To this end, we developed mmCTD, a system that uses
multi-view COTS mmWave radars to detect three types of
targets in real-time: threats, common items, and no-carry. To
overcome severe multipath in cruise ships, mmCTD employs
a method of correlating multiple radars for object detection.
We then design a multi-view domain confrontation adaptive
model to remove the environment-specific information in the
features and effectively use the designed multi-view features
for all-around detection. Furthermore, we conduct numerous
experiments to analyze the impact of different factors and
achieve satisfactory results, verifying that the system can be
widely deployed on ships to identify concealed threats.
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